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NULIS Annual Member Meeting Transcript 
Thursday, 3 March 2022 

 
Introduction and Chair’s Address - Lindsay Smartt, Chairman 
 
Good evening everyone and welcome to the 2021 Annual Member Meeting. I’m Lindsay Smartt and I’m the 
chair of NULIS Nominees Australia which is trustee for MLC Super Fund, the MLC Superannuation Fund, the 
Premium Choice Retirement Service and the DPM Retirement Service and all these are now part of the 
Insignia Financial Group.   

First, our Acknowledgment of Country.  In the spirit of reconciliation, we acknowledge the traditional 
custodians of country throughout Australia and their connections to land, sea and community. We pay our 
respect to their elders, past and present and extend that respect to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples today.   

I’d like to thank you for joining us tonight and more importantly, for trusting us to look after your 
superannuation. The role of trustee is an important one. We are the Board of Directors responsible for your 
fund and we have a legal and fiduciary responsibility to put your interests first.  For example, we as the 
trustee needed to decide if bringing the MLC funds into what is now the Insignia Financial Group was in 
member’s best interests.  

It wasn’t just approval from APRA and other regulators that was needed. As an independent trustee we had 
to take a comprehensive look at those transactions and be sure that they were in your interests, which they 
were. And of course, we’ll continue to work to deliver improved outcomes that are in your best interests.  

Now here’s an interesting stat. Australia ranks 55th in the world by national population, yet we have the 
world’s fourth largest pot of superannuation savings. Now that’s a good thing, but it also means super is big 
news. It’s a big political issue and so there’s lots of noise from super funds, the media, politicians, regulators, 
unions, and that can mean a lot of conflicting messages.  

What we’re going to do tonight is to keep it simple and focus on what really matters when it comes to making 
the right decisions about your super. First, our Chief Investment Officer Jonathan Armitage, will discuss the 
returns from your superannuation funds and look at the economic and investment outlook. Our Chief 
Distribution Officer, Mark Oliver, will talk about how we’re making it easier for you to engage with and 
manage your super. Our Head of ESG Steve Black, will discuss our approach to sustainable investing and 
then we’re running a special session where some of Insignia Financial’s best thinkers, people who work with 
members every day talk about financial wellness. Now, that’s not necessarily about making brilliant 
investment decisions or how to cut taxes. It’s about how to think about money in a way that makes managing 
it easier and more enjoyable, and that in the end delivers the financial security you want. And we know that 
this session will provide you with useful insights, insights that you can easily turn into actions that will make a 
difference to your financial wellbeing.  

Perhaps the most important session is the Q&A. It’s your chance to ask questions about your super, about 
performance, investment strategy and much more. And thanks to everyone who’s submitted questions. 
They’ve been individually reviewed, and we’ve tried to answer as many of your questions in these speeches 
and in the Q&A session that will follow. And you can also ask questions live right now via your screen and 
any questions that we can’t cover tonight we’ll answer on our website in the next few weeks.  

The one big thing I’d like to talk to you about is you, the members of the different funds we have online 
tonight. You should know that combined, you’re part of one of the five largest superannuation organisations 
in Australia with well over 2 million members. Not only that, you’re part of a major financial services 
organisation that’s listed on the Australian Stock Exchange, and that provides you with an additional layer of 
protection because we’re subject to additional reporting and disclosure requirements from the ASX and to 
the scrutiny that comes from being a public company. As a listed company, Insignia Financial is also able to 
raise further capital to use for expansion, new services, new product development and innovation, and that 
access to capital is something many of our competitors just don’t have. And I believe that over the long term 
this backing can be a real advantage for members.  
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Now consolidation is happening in super but we believe that can be a good thing because scale can mean 
more value and benefits for all members, as the funds within our group grow together over time. And that’s 
something other speakers will touch on later. In just a second, I’ll introduce Our Chief Investment Officer, 
Jonathan Armitage, who’s going to talk you through an eventful year in financial markets.  

Now, I don’t want to steal his thunder, but the great news is that investing in and engaging with your super is 
paying off for all Australians. The independent superannuation researcher Chant West recently pointed out 
that the typical growth super fund has generated a positive return every year for 10 years and over the past 
20 years, which included the tech wreck, the GFC and COVID. The median growth fund has still returned 
over 7% a year and that’s way ahead of inflation. Now these aren’t just theoretical numbers, they’re real 
returns, which means millions of Australians can have the kind of retirement they’ve dreamed of.  

On that positive note, I’ll ask Jonathan to take up the microphone and talk about your fund and what’s 
happening in investment markets.  

Fund and Market Update - Jonathan Armitage, Chief Investment Officer 
 
This year’s investment commentary, like last year’s, is taking place in the shadow of the COVID-19 
pandemic, as well as some sharp bouts of volatility across share markets. In my remarks, I’ll cover 
investment performance, which will help to put recent volatility in some context.  

The topics of inflation and the Omicron strain of the COVID virus, which are also receiving a lot of market 
attention, as well as the subjects of China, cryptocurrencies and responsible investing, which I recognise are 
of great interest to members. Despite the COVID virus still being with us, major share markets delivered 
strong returns over the 12 months to the end of December 2021.  

Vaccination rollouts across many advanced countries gave communities confidence to come out of 
lockdowns and return to something a bit more like normal life. Business activity picked up and consumer 
spending was strong. This was positive for share markets as well as other assets including infrastructure, 
real estate and private equity.  

The very low interest rate environment has also been a tailwind for listed assets such as shares as well as 
unlisted assets such as private equity and infrastructure. As you will have seen in your 30th of June end of 
financial year statements, this positive backdrop contributed to the generally strong investment returns 
delivered across our range of superannuation products and portfolios.  

The momentum continued in the months that followed and translated to our MySuper Growth Portfolio, which 
is the default super product in which most MLC superannuation fund members are invested, outperforming 
its investment objective since inception in 2013 to the end of December last year. I’d also add that MLC 
MySuper Growth was ranked 6th in the SuperRatings top 50 MySuper fund survey over the 12 months to the 
end of December 2021.  

Over the two-year period ending the 31st of December 2021 MLC’s MySuper Growth was ranked 10th in the 
same peer group. Returns published in this survey are calculated on an after-investment fees and taxes 
basis and includes both retail and industry funds.  

The SuperRatings performance surveys are closely watched and it’s pleasing that our MySuper Growth 
ranked so highly. While it’s always nice to be able to report good one- or two-year returns, super for many 
members is a multi-year, even multi-decade commitment. That’s why we keep our eyes on the long term, 
even as we also pay attention to what’s in front of us. We aim to deliver returns that maximise your chances 
of financial wellbeing in retirement. That’s achieved over many years.  

Strong longer-term returns are not confined to our MySuper Growth Portfolio. In fact, 84% of superannuation 
portfolios managed by MLC Asset Management, including the MySuper product, the Pre-Mixed options, as 
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well as our many other choice investment options met or beat their stated investment objectives over multiple 
time periods to the 31st of December 2021.  

Investment diversification, which means intelligently spreading members funds across many types of assets 
in many countries and regions, has underpinned strong long-term returns across the MLC Super Fund. 
Diversification means we don’t rely on good performance from any single asset class or type of asset to drive 
returns.  

Instead, we’re able to pick up returns from many assets in many countries and regions. Diversification 
ensures a smoother pattern of longer-term returns than can be achieved by non-diversified portfolios. 
Equally, diversification is valuable when financial markets become volatile, as they have been since the start 
of 2022.  

Through diversification, stresses in some parts of a portfolio can be offset to some extent by comparatively 
better returns in other parts of portfolios. As for what’s behind the recent bout of market volatility, it centres 
on the high level of inflation across many economies and the near certainty of higher official interest rates to 
deal with it. Inflation measures the rate of price rises in an economy.  

The world has enjoyed a holiday from inflation since the 1990s but that holiday seems to be ending. In the 
United States prices jumped 7% in December 2021 compared to December a year earlier. This was the 
highest inflation reading since 1982.  

But inflation is not a US only issue as inflation in many countries is now higher than before the pandemic. 
Recent commentary from America’s central bank the US Federal Reserve, suggests that the official US 
interest rates are all but certain to rise this year. Other central banks including Australia’s Reserve Bank of 
Australia, may also do the same.  

Financial markets have become so used to ultra-low interest rates since the 2008-2009 Global Financial 
Crisis that they’ve been a bit rattled by the prospect of change. However, rather than fearing higher interest 
rates, we think investors should welcome them. Such changes are usually made when economies are 
growing a little too fast, which creates imbalances that show up in things like higher inflation. So, if central 
banks like the US Federal Reserve and Australia’s RBA do end up taking action, it will be because they think 
the economy is doing so well that it needs a tap on the brakes to slow it down a little.  

That’s a good thing. It’s also sensible to bump up interest rates before inflation builds up ahead of steam. 
Moderate adjustments now will mean less need for more severe action further down the track. Higher 
interest rates have varying impacts on investments. They tend to be bad for bond markets and create mixed 
results for share markets. Industries and companies with pricing power can pass on higher costs by 
increasing the prices they charge customers.  

But those without pricing power have to absorb the higher costs which dents their profitability. We’ve been 
concerned about inflation for some time, and that’s why we’ve been moving away from fixed income assets 
and putting members ’funds towards alternative assets with different return patterns to fixed income, as well 
as shares. We believe our alternative assets will also react differently to a rising interest rate climate than 
fixed income and shares.  

The Omicron mutation, which follows the earlier Delta mutation, is another reminder that medical science is 
going to be battling the COVID virus for many years to come. To be clear, our understanding of the virus 
improves each day, and there are reasons to believe that COVID will eventually become viewed as another 
virus that we have to manage and live with rather than continue being the threat it currently poses. But that’s 
still some way off.  

Meanwhile, Omicron is proving to be disruptive, as can be seen in empty supermarket shelves and high 
hospitalisation rates. We think that the uncertainties created by the Omicron strain have also contributed to 
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recent share market jitters. We’re very awake to risks to members ’portfolios, and we’re being extremely 
watchful and careful with your money. As ever, we’re actively managing your super by using the full range of 
investment management tools at our disposal to deliver returns and also manage risks.  

Active management empowers us to look out for dangers and to avoid them through active management and 
diversification, we’re able to put your money towards assets where the changing return opportunity may be 
higher and down weight those with lower future return potential. I’m aware of members ’interest in our views 
on China as well as cryptocurrencies, and I’d like to touch on both these issues. Firstly, to China. Strategic 
competition between the United States and China will remain one of the dominant themes of our time.  

Great power competition is nothing new. In an earlier era, the Cold War rivalry between the United States 
and the Soviet Union defined the global system. We know that China offers intriguing investment 
opportunities. Equally, we’re aware that its top-down political system means that policies can change 
suddenly blindsiding investors as was the case last year, with a crackdown on the country’s very successful 
technology sector.  

We will only invest in those parts of China’s financial markets where we have very high confidence that doing 
so is justified on a risk-reward basis. We don’t simply invest in China because it’s a big country with a 
growing economy.  

Each decision is made strictly on its merits. We’re bringing that same deep thinking to cryptocurrencies. Our 
attitude towards cryptocurrencies can be summed up as ‘not yet’ rather than ‘not ever’. The cryptocurrency 
sector is extremely volatile, as recent events make clear. There are also issues to overcome around the 
safekeeping of crypto assets.  

Finally, there’s the issue of the role of crypto assets in portfolios. Assets are something providing cash flows, 
but cryptocurrencies don’t generate any income. People seem to buy cryptocurrencies simply in the hope of 
price increases, which is a definition of speculation, not investment. We’re continuing to study 
cryptocurrencies to see how they may fit in superannuation portfolios, and we will only put your funds 
towards assets that can jump a high bar.  

Until cryptocurrencies can pass a high bar, they will remain off the table. I want to address the issue of 
responsible investing, which I know matters to many members too. There’s a lot of different terminology 
around the subject, but what it all boils down to is that companies must keep earning their social licence to 
operate. We believe that no investment, no business, no asset can succeed over the long term unless it has 
the support of communities in which they operate.  

Communities also expect businesses to be environmentally responsible and to have strict corporate 
governance practices in place. None of this is controversial. It’s simply common sense. Our responsible 
investment policies and the way that we invest reflects this. Outside of tobacco, which is excluded from our 
portfolios due to the specific damage the product causes, our preference is to engage with companies rather 
than exclude them from an investment. We believe this is a more effective way to influence and improve 
environmental, social and governance outcomes, and by doing so, contributes to more sustainable 
investment returns for members.  

As you know, governments and leaders met in Glasgow in October and November last year at the COP26 
UN Climate Change Conference to agree on limiting the global temperature rise to no more than one and a 
half degrees this century. The energy sector has a big role to play in this. I’m pleased to be able to inform 
MySuper members that some of your super is invested in clean energy assets, including wind, solar, and 
battery storage assets.  

Last year, the MySuper portfolio made a sizable investment in Australia’s largest renewable energy 
generation platform, Powering Australian Renewables, better known as PowAR. The MySuper portfolio is 
invested in PowAR through a fund managed by one of our investment partners. The MySuper portfolio is 
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also a co-investor in PowAR which makes us a direct investor in the platform as well. By investing in assets 
such as these, we believe that MySuper members can benefit from the global transition towards a cleaner 
energy future. To be clear, we don’t invest on your behalf in assets simply because they may meet an 
environmental or social standard.  

Rather, we put your money to work responsibly in assets we believe can potentially deliver good returns 
while also meeting community expectations. In other words, investments must tick multiple boxes before they 
can be in your portfolios, not just one. We’re responsible for the financial wellbeing of more than a million 
Australians and it’s MLC’s privilege to be trusted to manage your superannuation. In the nearly 40 years 
we’ve been investing, we’ve steered our clients’ and members’  portfolios through changing investment 
cycles.  

Those cycles have included high as well as low inflation periods and high and low interest rate periods. 
Sticking by time-tested investment principles such as diversification and actively managing risk has guided 
members’  funds through many environments. We look forward to serving you in the years ahead. I’ll now 
hand over to our Chief Distribution Officer, Mark Oliver. Thank you.  

Member Initiatives - Mark Oliver, Chief Distribution Officer 
 
Good evening to all our members. I’m Mark Oliver, and as the Chief Distribution Officer for Insignia Financial, 
I work with the trustees of your super funds to constantly improve the super and pension products that we 
offer you. That’s the insurance, the investment options and the digital tools that make your money easier to 
manage and your goals easier to achieve.  

It’s my personal view that those ongoing improvements and making super easier to manage that generates a 
real human benefit, a retirement that’s more comfortable, more enjoyable, and we hope more free of money 
worries than any other time in your life.  

Let’s look at some of the elements that we’ve been working on. We’ve just heard a comprehensive review of 
investment markets. The good news is that as part of the larger Insignia Financial Group, a group combining 
IOOF, MLC, OnePath and Oasis, we’re building a larger investment team. We have over 50 investment 
experts and an investment team with a wider range of skills.  

That means your super funds can invest across a broader canvas of asset classes, including alternative 
investments, private equity and more. That extra diversification gives us more avenues to capture extra 
returns and reduce risk for you plus more ability to manage different market conditions.  

Having a larger pool of funds also helps us negotiate lower fees with fund managers, and we know that lower 
fees are one of the simplest ways to generate better returns.  

You see it’s not about size for size sake. It’s about delivering superannuation outcomes that make your lives 
better.  

We know that one area of our service that really matters for you is getting answers to your super questions 
as soon as possible.  

So, we’re training our people to take your calls and emails with the aim of answering your questions in the 
moment. We’ve worked hard to reduce the hand off. That’s that irritating process where you talk to one 
person, they hand you off to someone else in another department. We strive to understand what matters to 
you and to deliver what matters straight away.  

Now we’ve around 2 million members, each with unique personal circumstances in an area where the rules 
can change quite a bit. That means we do get a lot of questions. 
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So, we’re using a range of approaches to make your experience with us more immediately satisfying.  
We’re offering you a choice whether we help you via in-person calls, chatbots or email – so you can get 
answers you need and can get on with your life knowing your super is in good order.  

The complement to that enhanced personal service is a more user-friendly range of digital tools that we’ve 
been working on.  

That’s a range of online options, especially in the areas of security and easy access to your information that 
makes it easier for you to manage your super.  

Perhaps the best example of our overall service approach is what happened when the government opened 
the Early Access to Super scheme, which was administered by the ATO in the 2020 and 2021 financial 
years. Across the Group’s super funds over, 350,000 payments worth over $2.6 billion were paid out to 
members and we made nearly 90% of those payments within five business days.  

When you remember the financial uncertainty that many people were facing in the height of the COVID 
crisis, that’s an example of delivering what matters, when it matters. We could do that because we invested 
heavily in technology – the technology needed to process those payments securely and quickly. But also, 
because we have well over 350 dedicated people across the group ready to respond when you contact us.  

So, what can members expect over the next year? We’re improving many of our older super products, so 
they offer a more modern experience and investment options that are right for the current times. We’re 
developing a better online experience and we’ll be using our scale to drive down investment management 
costs. We’ll also leverage our group scale to seek insurance premium savings and a better claims result for 
our members. It’s all about making sure your super is more effective and better value.  

If I can be forgiven for mentioning scale just one more time.  

If you take the Insignia Financial Group as a whole, we are now one of the country’s largest providers of 
pensions. Over the next year and more we’re going to be talking a lot more about your income in retirement 
as well as saving for your retirement. And we’re going to be rolling out more services that make the transition 
from work to retirement easier and that you maximise your retirement income.  

We believe by getting these things right, you, our members will enjoy a much better retirement. And in the 
end, that’s what we’re all about.  

Now, one final note - we’ve received many specific questions about our different funds, features and fees, 
and I’ll be answering as many of those as I can in the Q&A session shortly.  

Now, I’d like to pass you to our Head of ESG, Steve Black. And Steve is going to talk to you about a subject 
that’s on a lot of people’s minds now - sustainable investing. Over to you, Steve.  

 

Sustainability - Steve Black, Head of ESG 
 
Thank you, Mark, and hello everyone.  

Some people talk sustainability. Some talk Environmental, Social and Governance, or ESG but whatever 
name you give it, super fund members today want to make sure their investments don’t damage the 
environment or society and that, if possible, they have a positive impact.  

I’ve seen forecasts from Bloomberg that indicate the amount of managed funds using ESG methods may hit 
$53 trillion by 2025 - that’s a third of all investment assets around the world - super, pension funds, managed 
funds and so on.  

Within the Insignia Financial Group, whether you’re from OnePath, MLC, IOOF or Oasis, you should know 
that we have a thoughtful approach to sustainability. We are a 175-year-old business, a company that has 
proven itself to be sustainable.  
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Let’s make our position clear across three key areas.  

Firstly, climate. We believe in the science of climate change. We are a member of the Investor Group on 
Climate Change and we support the effort to get to net zero by 2050. Our board is acutely aware that we 
have a fiduciary obligation to manage the risk climate change presents. As our Chief Investment Officer just 
explained, we consider the climate impact of our investments across all of our portfolios.  

It’s our job to build portfolios full of high-quality assets that generate returns for members. And managing 
climate risk is a key part of that. Speaking as an organisation, we measure the impact of our own operations 
on the environment and will be reporting on our greenhouse gas emissions in our next annual reporting 
period. We will also be outlining additional methods of how we’re going to further reduce our environmental 
impact.  

Secondly, ESG we take all ESG risks seriously. You can see a full list of those issues in our resources 
section on your screen. But let’s just take some examples when it comes to environmental issues or the ‘E’ in 
ESG we look at climate change, but also at biodiversity and water pollution. When it comes to social risks, 
we’re very conscious of labour standards and have done a lot of work to weed out any exposure to modern 
slavery, both with Australian companies and when we’re investing in developing regions like Africa and Latin 
America.  

In the governance space, we’ve always been focused on responsible, ethical management in the companies 
we invest in and when we’re investing in developing countries, we work to eliminate the risks around 
corruption. In short, we believe a company that manages all of these risks is a better investment than one 
that doesn’t.  

And there’s plenty of research to back that up. Between 2013 and 2020, Morgan Stanley Capital 
International Index, or MSCI, compared the top third of companies on ESG measures to those in the bottom 
third. The better ESG companies outperform the bottom third by over 2.5% per annum. That 2.5% a year 
really adds up over the long term and can become a major boost to your returns.  

That reality is one of the reasons we offer members an increasingly wide choice of specialist ethical or ESG 
options in some of our super funds. But the important thing to remember here is that we apply ESG 
principles everywhere - through the specialist funds I just mentioned, when we’re managing the money 
ourselves directly and when we’re using external managers.  

Finally, our investment approach. Let’s look at our investment approach a bit more deeply. We believe we 
drive sustainability in several ways. Sometimes we select investments because they’re a good opportunity 
for our investors, and they have outstanding ESG characteristics.  

For example, we’re partners with AGL and the Future Fund in a business called Powering Australian 
Renewables Fund or PARF. PARF will own more than 1,300 megawatts of operational renewable energy 
capacity across nine geographically diverse wind and solar generation assets. The business also has high 
quality development pipeline at over 3,500 megawatts. This will see PARF play a leading role in the 
decarbonisation of the Australian energy market. PARF will be the largest renewable energy supplier in 
Australia.  

Now we don’t always take a simple blanket approach when we won’t invest in companies that might need to 
improve sustainability performance. We believe we have more power when we engage. Let’s consider an 
example. You could choose never to invest in a manufacturing company that needs to improve on ESG 
measures and that would appear to be virtuous. Alternatively, you could invest in a company that’s taking 
actions to improve its ESG and sustainability performance, and by engaging with them as we do, you can 
speed up that improvement.  

And crucially, that approach allows us to capture the financial benefit of that change for members in an 
improving share price or high dividend payments. Along the way, we help ensure the company is becoming a 
more sustainable one and doing its bit to make the world a better place.  
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We will have more to say on sustainability as a company over the next 12 months, and I know there will be 
plenty of questions about sustainability in our Q&A session a bit later.  

But for now, I’m going to hand over to our financial wellbeing panel. This is a chance for all of us to think 
about the mental approach required to really make the most of your money. Thank you so much for your 
time.  

 

Financial Wellbeing Panel with Genevieve Frost, Michelle Stone and  
Anthony Caneva 
 
Genevieve (Gen) Frost: Thank you, Steve, and hello everyone. I’m Genevieve Frost and I work at Insignia 
Financial supporting financial planners across the industry. I also have my own podcast called The Reality 
Check, and the podcast is all about making complex things simple when it comes to money.  

And hopefully that’s exactly what we’re going to do here tonight. Help make managing money easier rather 
than more confusing. And I’ve got two very knowledgeable guests here with me, Michelle Stone and Anthony 
Caneva, and I’ll be introducing them, putting them on the spot in just a second.  

What I’d like to do first, though, is talk about money biases, because understanding our money biases can 
be more important than understanding horribly complex tax law or the potential pitfalls of Bitcoin.  

Now, I’ve worked with people who have lots of money, and I’ve worked with some who have far less. And 
I’ve found that how people manage their money often has less to do with their wealth or even their education 
and much more to do with their family background and their life experiences, and in turn, the habits and 
behaviours that they’ve picked up because of those experiences.  

Now, too often we carry those behaviours into our financial decisions, and in turn they become our money 
vulnerabilities. In my own case, for example, I’ve worked in finance for years, yet when I’m bored or I’m low 
or I’m at home, isolating with COVID, I still hunt for that instant dopamine hit that I get from online shopping. 
Now I need to use all my willpower not to add unnecessary items to my credit card bill in search for that 
instant gratification. Perhaps some of you have a similar money vulnerability.  

Now, let me introduce Michelle Stone, who is a financial planner. Michelle, maybe could you talk to us about 
some of your money biases?  

Michelle Stone: Absolutely, thanks so much, Genevieve. As a small child, I remember listening to my 
parents after we’d gone to bed, and they’d be worrying aloud about not having enough money to make ends 
meet. I remember dreaming about helping them so that they could be happy and carefree and that shaped 
my money story. It’s been integral to my life and my identity now as a financial adviser, and it really led me to 
work helping people improve their money decisions.  

Gen Frost: Michelle, thank you so much for sharing that story.  

Now, let me introduce Anthony Caneva, General Manager of Member Engagement and Wellbeing here at 
Insignia Financial. Now, Anthony, it’s your turn to step up and share your deepest, darkest money biases.  

Anthony Caneva: Thanks Gen and Michelle and hello to all the members. My money biases, I suppose, I 
grew up in a family similar to Michelle where there wasn’t enough money to go around. So, I picked up a 
deep sense of importance for financial security.  

When I went on to study finance, it wasn’t because I necessarily wanted it as a career so I could be in control 
of my money no matter how I earned it. On the flip side, sometimes that background can make me too risk 
averse. So that’s my bias that I need to control for.  

Gen Frost: Thank you, Anthony. Thanks, Michelle. So, I think we’re saying it really doesn’t matter whether 
you’re a barrister or a barista. These emotions and biases can affect us all. For the members at home, the 
big issue surely then becomes what do we actually do about it? Do you guys have any ideas?  
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Michelle Stone: Yes, Gen, I would say to members that you can’t outsmart your own biases, but you can get 
them out in the open. One thing I encourage all my clients to do, rich or poor, old or young, is to think about 
how their family talked about money. Did they say money doesn’t grow on trees? That may demonstrate a 
scarcity mentality. Or were they the family that would never push for a bargain when buying a new car or 
fridge? So that could demonstrate passivity or perhaps even some expensive pride.  

Remember, just because your parents had a specific attitude towards money doesn’t mean that you will 
have it, too. You may go in the other direction. And I hear this with some of my clients. Their parents were 
very tight with money, so it became a point of pride for them to never worry about money. And sometimes 
that doesn’t work out too well either.  

Gen Frost: Anthony, can I bring you in on this?  

Anthony Caneva: Yes, absolutely. Michelle’s point is so important. It’s about understanding how your life 
influences create a pattern of automatic behaviours.  

They could be an anchor, or they could be the things that drag you off course. Knowing this is part of 
becoming more conscious in your money decisions, more deliberate in your choices. It sounds corny, but a 
shift in your mindset, a shift in your relationship with money can really change your life.  

Michelle Stone: The other layer of this is how our money biases affect our relationships.  

So, I think we’ve all met couples where one’s out there spending the cash and the other counts the pennies. 
We know that opposites are often attracted to each other. In an ideal world, they balance each other out and 
two heads would become better than one. 

But often they get into conflict. They’re acting out their personal biases in a way that drives the other crazy. 
I’ve had conversations with clients who’ve lived like this for 15 years, and I’m wondering, does that sound 
familiar to any members out there. Given how your money biases will affect your partner, it’s a really good 
idea to chat about them openly and discuss how they affect your family dynamic.  

Gen Frost: Absolutely, but I’m going to switch this up a little bit now.  

Anthony, I have a really simple question for you. What is the single best thing a member could do to get on 
top of their finances?  

Anthony Caneva: Gen, I knew as soon as you said a simple question, I knew it wasn’t going to be. When 
you think about just one thing, I suppose the easy answer is that it’s different for everyone. But actually, after 
working with thousands of members, what we’ve learned is how important it is to take stock. If you want to 
build towards anything, you want to start on solid foundations. This means understanding your spending and 
savings and making sure your super is managed in line with your personal needs.  

Let me give you an example. How much risk you take with your super shouldn’t be about your attitude to risk 
or just about your attitude to risk. It should take into account a whole range of other factors too. Your health, 
your current savings, how long you and your partner will be working. Tying all these elements together 
individually as a family or with an adviser will be helpful for those nearing retirement.  

As everybody might be aware, we’re one of Australia’s largest super funds so we can offer members free 
phone advice service. Our team are trained specialists, and they help a lot of people with these very issues.  

Gen Frost: And what about you, Michelle, is there that one thing that you think a member could do to get 
more money confidence?  

Michelle Stone: Yes, I reckon once you know where you are, Gen, you can start thinking about what you 
want to achieve so write down individually, as a family or with an adviser what your retirement goals are 
specifically - make it visual, make what you want real.  

That clarity will help you stop worrying about money and start thinking about how much better your 
retirement could be if you focus a bit more on your super now.  
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Anthony Caneva: Actually, just picking up on that, members should also know there’s all sorts of digital 
tools you can use - calculators that help you understand what your super savings will be worth when you 
retire, what difference putting more money in will make, what a different investment strategy does to your 
super balance.  

You can find these tools and a whole lot more on the resources section of our website, and we’ve put the 
links to those tools in the resources section of this webinar too. They can help members know what to do 
next.  

Gen Frost: Thank you, Anthony and Michelle. And I think these are really great core ideas, so I really want 
to summarise them for the members: 

1. Think about your money personality, and in turn how that is impacting your behaviour.  

2. Get a clear idea of where you’re at with your superannuation now. Now we’ve put a guide showing exactly 
how to find your super balance online, and it’s in that resources section mentioned as well.  

3. Think about the retirement you want. What will it look like? Paint the picture.  

4. Use some of our digital and phone advice tools to see what type of actions will get you closer to those 
goals.  

5. Finally, remember, it is never too late. These ideas we’ve discussed tonight work if you are retiring in 50 
years or in five years, or even if you’re already retired.  

Michelle, Anthony, any final thoughts?  

Michelle Stone: Could we talk about the super situation with women, Gen? Many end up with way less 
super than what they could thanks to broken work patterns and the resulting pay gap so it’s a big focus for 
me and my female clients. We’re doing a big project on this for International Women’s Day, which is coming 
up soon.  

Members may want to check out our AMM website with links to resources and other simple and useful tips.  

Anthony Caneva: For me, I love Michelle’s focus on the financial needs of women. Getting finances right 
gives women more security and more choice. And that’s true for everyone. If you’re in control of your money, 
you’re in a better place to handle whatever life throws at you.  

Gen Frost: Thank you both so much. And unfortunately, that’s it members. I hope there’s been some really 
simple tips on how to think about your money and in turn make the most of your superannuation. I hope it’s 
been valuable. Please check out the resources that we’ve referred to.  

And thank you again, Michelle. Thank you, Anthony for joining us.  

It’s now my pleasure to lead you through the Q&A session. 

 

Q&A Session 

 
Genevieve (Gen) Frost: Welcome everybody to our members Q&A session of tonight’s program. Now, 
Lindsay, we have quite a few questions coming through, and I’m sure you’ll agree that we are joined with the 
rest of the world with our hearts and eyes on the unfolding situation in Ukraine. Lindsay, we have had a few 
questions coming through on our take on this.  

Lindsay Smartt: Yes Gen, look, first thing to say is our hearts are incredibly moved to the devastation 
impacting the people just going about their lives in the Ukraine and this is having an enormous impact 
globally, on politics and economies and, of course markets. Jonathan, what’s your take on this?  
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Jonathan Armitage: Thanks, Lindsay, and I just echo your comments that very much our thoughts are with 
the people of Ukraine and in fact, all the people are impacted by the fighting that’s going on in that part of the 
world. If we look at the financial markets, this has been sort of casting a shadow over global share prices and 
making investors a lot more cautious. In terms of the impacts on markets, investors are likely to start looking 
for safe haven assets such as cash, gold and some of the currency, such as the Swiss Franc.  

The major impact, we think, is likely to be focused from an economic perspective in Europe. If you look at 
some of the analysis that’s been done on the energy markets in particular, Russia provides about 40% of 
European natural gas supply and about 30% of its oil supply. So the disruptions that you’re seeing there, it’s 
part of the fighting, but also because of the sanctions is going to be sort of quite material, and that’s already 
on top of rising energy prices in that part of the world.  

It’s going to be very difficult to be precise on working out how the timing is going to impact in terms of the 
incursion into, invasion into Ukraine and the sort of longer lasting impacts of that. If we look at history, there’s 
some precedents. Russia’s invasion of Afghanistan lasted a decade from 1979 to 1989. The scale and the 
timetable of the current Russian-Ukraine conflict is actually much more difficult to predict I think.  

There are going to be a number of factors that we’ll be looking at in terms of President Putin’s strategy, the 
Russian population’s tolerance for the fighting and obviously as casualty numbers increase, that tolerance is 
going to be tested. And then obviously the Ukrainian population’s resistance, as well as the economic and 
military responses from Europe and the United States, are all going to be elements that will have to take into 
consideration.  

Gen Frost: Thank you very much, Jonathan. Now, Lindsay, we have had quite a lot of interest in the recent 
ownership change. Andrew one of our members has asked how the ownership change will make it better for 
him to keep his superannuation invested with Plum? Similarly, our member Catherine wants to know how the 
takeover by IOOF has benefited the fund? We’ve also had a question from our member, Emily and she’s 
asking what will happen to our superannuation products as a result of this takeover?  

Lindsay Smartt: Thanks, Gen, and these are really important questions and very current. Insignia Financial, 
the group formerly known as IOOF, has a successful track record of integration and simplification when 
bringing other funds under its ownership.  

Now NULIS is the trustee for MLC and Plum, and I’m the Chair of NULIS and a strategic priority for NULIS as 
well as Insignia Financial is to radically simplify the product and the administration environment and to unlock 
economies of scale.  

This will be a benefit for members. NULIS recognises that member benefits are likely to be driven by this 
longer-term consolidation of platforms, products, operations and investment structures and deploying these 
economies of scale to improve Plum member outcomes is a strategic priority of Insignia Financial as well as 
for NULIS.  

On a more tactical level, we have a program also to simplify the investment menu for the MLC Super Fund 
and to optimise the investment structures there are sitting below this and by streamlining these investment 
structures and simplifying the menus, we believe we can deliver better financial outcomes to our members.  

Gen Frost: Thanks, Lindsay. Next up, we have a question from our member, Jonathan. Now Jonathan’s 
asking if we have any concerns about the investment performance of the Fund and the Fund’s place on the 
recent APRA heatmaps? 

Lindsay Smartt: Thanks Gen. Okay, Jonathan, this one’s for you on the APRA heatmaps.  

Jonathan Armitage: Thanks Lindsay and thanks, Jonathan for the question. 2021 was the first time that 
APRA’s heatmap had applied to a wider range of multi-sector investment options outside the default 
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MySuper fund offerings. This gives us a bit of an indication about how multi-sector funds will be placed in 
APRA heatmaps for the next 12 months or so. We believe the APRA heatmap is actually a positive initiative, 
which is good for members. It allows people to compare funds a lot more easily.  

There are some challenges, though, and we think that with the heatmap one of the main challenges is that in 
trying to simplify things, arguably it oversimplifies in some areas, particularly around benchmarking, risk and 
also diversification. So overall, we see the heatmaps as a really positive start, but it’s an area that needs 
more debate and discussion.  

If we look at performance at the end of December 2021, the vast majority of our investment options were 
meeting or exceeding their stated investment objectives. However, we always evaluate our investment 
performance and the design of our products to make sure that they continue to offer competitive outcomes to 
all our members. So as part of that process, we’re continuing to assess investment objectives, asset 
allocation and the fees that we pay externally as well.  

Gen Frost: Thanks very much Jonathan. Lindsay the next question is coming through from our member, 
Larissa. Now, Larissa is asking if the companies that her superannuation are invested in are given a rating 
as per their sustainability and the global location of the investments? 

Lindsay Smartt: Thanks Gen. Steve, passing this one to you to answer Larissa’s question. Thanks.  

Steve Black: Thanks Lindsay, thanks Gen and thanks, Larissa, for your question. The short answer is yes, 
we do access ESG and sustainability ratings through our investment consultants that we use as part of our 
investment process and also our research providers that also fit into that investment process. So what we do 
is we run our portfolios through several different ESG scoring systems as one particular company may 
actually get a very different score on sustainability or ESG measures from a different ESG research 
company. We use multiple ESG scores.  

Look, there’s also publicly available sustainability and ESG ratings on companies and listed companies, and 
through organisations such as Sustainalytics.com so you can have a look at some of those yourself.  

Gen Frost: Thank you Steve. Lindsay, our next question has come through from our member, Robert and 
he is asking if we can provide an explanation as to why the investment fees have increased from 
approximately 0.33% to 0.78% during the last financial year? 

Lindsay Smartt: Thanks Gen, and well done, Robert on being engaged and aware of your investments. 
Mark, what do you have to say on this one?  

Mark Oliver: Yes look, it’s a great pick up Robert, and you know the good news is that with some of our 
products there are what we call performance fees. So the investment fee component has an element where 
the fees may go up if the performance is strong, so they will vary with investment performance. The better 
the option performs, the higher the fee and vice versa. Given the strong investment performance for the year 
ended in June 2021 the associated investment performance-based fees have been higher in some of those 
options as a result.  

Now, those changes were communicated to members as part of what we call a significant event notice. So 
that should have dropped through your letterbox around about November 2021.  

But this also included a few details about how some of the fees and costs such as investment fees are 
disclosed following a bit of regulatory change from the regulator, ASIC so I hope this answers your question 
Robert.  
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Gen Frost: Thanks very much Mark. Lindsay, this is a really popular topic and this is centred around the 
performance of our fund, particularly around our performance against competitors, specifically industry 
funds. We’ve received a lot of questions, so I am going to reference a few here, if I may.  

Lianne, Tom and Darrel have asked if investment returns with MLC are comparable to competitors and 
specifically industry funds and if that takeover from IOOF has decreased returns? We’ve had our member 
John specifically ask about a comparison to HESTA and Hostplus and member Frank asking about the same 
comparison against Australian Super. Our members Andrew and Eshwar asking why returns are lower 
compared to other super products in the market? Could I ask you to try and address some of these please?  

Lindsay Smartt: Gen, thanks very much. There’s a lot in there. Jonathan, I hope you’ve got all that because 
I’m passing to you to respond to this one.  

Jonathan Armitage: Thank you Lindsay. There is quite a lot in there. In order to answer those questions, 
I’m going to focus on the MySuper Growth Portfolio as this is actually where the large bulk of our members’ 
super is invested.  

The MySuper Growth Portfolio returned 20.3% to the year to the end of June 2021 and 15.6% for the 12 
months to the end of December last year. Now, both of those performance figures are calculated, taking out 
both investment fees and also taxes.  

So, I think by any measures, those are very strong returns and of themselves, but they are also strong when 
we compare them against returns across the super industry. MLC’s MySuper Growth return was actually 
ranked 6th in the SuperRatings Top 50 MySuper Funds Survey over the last 12 months to the end of 
December last year.  

If we look over the two-year period to the end of 31st of December last year, MLC MySuper Growth was 
ranked 10th against the same peer group. Returns in this survey are also net of investment fees and taxes 
and the survey also includes both retail and industry fund peers.  

The SuperRatings performance surveys are actually very closely watched, and I think it’s very pleasing that 
our MySuper Growth ranked so highly in that survey. We’ve got significant respect for our retail and industry 
fund peers and for that reason I’m not going to comment on the performance of their funds specifically, 
suffice to say we believe that there are many good superannuation providers across both the retail and 
industry fund worlds.  

One final comment, over 84% of our superannuation portfolios, which are managed by MLC Asset 
Management, and that includes the MySuper product, the Plum, Pre-Mixed options as well as all our other 
choice investment options, either met or beat their stated investment objectives over multiple time periods to 
the end of December last year.  

I think overall those are very pleasing results. With regard to the coming together of MLC and IOOF this has I 
think deepened and broadened the capability of our investment team looking after our members’ super.  
MLC Asset Management’s investment team now work very closely with our colleagues at IOOF leveraging 
their additional range of expertise to strengthen the outcomes for your investments with us.  

Just as an example, MLC brings very deep knowledge over a number of unlisted asset classes such as 
private equity. So those are investments in companies which aren’t listed on stock exchanges as well as 
unlisted infrastructure and this experience really supplements IOOF’s existing investment skill sets.  

In the same way IOOF’s strengths in fixed income, for example, is being very much harnessed by the MLC 
Asset Management’s investment team. The combination of MLC and IOOF’s investment teams are now one 
of Australia’s largest investment groups overall - we’ve got over 50 professionals averaging over 20 years of 
experience.  
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Our team comes from all walks of life. They’ve worked in many different countries and bring lots of global 
experience and hold a broad range of qualifications and so I think one of the real strengths is the diversity 
and depth of that experience of the combined team.  

What’s clear is that as we grow as a team, we’ve got one very singular purpose, which is to help all 
Australians secure their financial future. In terms of looking ahead, we want to continue to provide a broad 
suite of investment choices to our members, but we also are aware that we need to simplify parts of our 
offer. Working together to streamline those product offerings we think will allow us to drive much better value 
for members using our improved scale of the combined organisations.  

Gen Frost: Thank you Jonathan. A big question and appreciate the detailed response. Lindsay, the next 
question has come through from our member Neil, and he’s asking if there is a program that will give 
incentive bonuses for long-term members? 

Lindsay Smartt: Thanks Gen and Mark, I think you’ve got some good news to share.  

Mark Oliver: Indeed, very timely, Neil. Actually, we’re pleased to announce that MLC actually introduced a 
one-off Pension Bonus. Since 21st February 2022, eligible members, when they transfer their super through 
to an MLC MasterKey Super account into an MLC MasterKey Pension Fundamentals account, get that 
bonus to start their retirement pension.  

Now the Pension Bonus represents a tax saving which is passed onto members who have had their 
contribution on the superannuation account with MLC and are commencing a pension. Again, I think that’s 
really just recognising the loyalty moving from super into pension.  

Gen Frost: Thanks very much Mark, great news. Lindsay, next question coming through from our member, 
Danai and he’s asking how MLC is going to contribute to sustainable and affordable housing? He’s 
especially keen in the regional areas which tend to get overlooked.  

Lindsay Smartt: Thanks Gen, and thanks Danai, a great question. As ESG covers social, community 
issues, as much as the more commonly considered environmental concerns over to you Steve.  

Steve Black: Thanks Lindsay, and thanks Danai for your question. It’s certainly a really, you know, burning 
issue in the social space of ESG. Yes, we do have a number of holdings in companies now that operate in 
affordable housing and, you know, our investment managers in Jonathan’s team again, consistently looking 
for opportunities to invest in companies that support affordable housing, where it makes sense in terms of 
the returns also to our members and creating positive societal outcomes.  

To give you a few examples and firstly, I guess a global example that we can talk about in our Global Real 
Estate Investment Trust, we call that a G-REIT portfolio and we’ve invested in a company called Invitation 
Homes, which recently committed $250 million to launch Pathway Homes and Pathways Mission to create 
more homeowners by providing new options for people who are currently being shut out of the housing 
market, particularly to those where affordability is a really key issue. Looking locally, we own an investment 
in Mirvac through our Australian equities portfolio.  

Mirvac has a dedicated ‘Build to Rent’ platform, BTR it’s called, which seeks to bring down the cost of living 
in Australia. So, the thinking behind ‘Build to Rent’ is that it removes some of the barriers to entry to home 
ownership in Australia via a low-cost rental, but it’s also an option that still provides stability, flexibility for that 
community.  

We also own an investment in Lendlease through our Australian equities portfolio as well, and some of the 
projects Lendlease has undertaken in the last 12 months actually include the delivery of 11 Gibbons Street in 
Redfern and that project has created 160 new apartments for mixed use, social and affordable housing for 
the St George community.  
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Gen Frost: Thanks so much Steve. Lindsay, we’re having a few questions flow through specifically from our 
valued Plum members. Now amongst others, Victoria is asking what markets Plum is invested in and what 
the performance achieved? And Rekha would like to know what has been done or is planned to bring Plum 
into the top 10 superannuation funds? 

Lindsay Smartt: Thanks Gen and Jonathan, can you help with these please?  

Jonathan Armitage: Certainly, so I think to start off with, Plum invests in a variety of asset classes and 
markets, both listed and unlisted. If you look at our current asset allocation for the Plum MySuper Growth 
Portfolio, it’s actually detailed on our website in a fair amount of detail around that as you’d expect in a 
growth portfolio.  

We’ve got exposure to domestic and international equities, and we complement this with global and 
domestic fixed income assets. One of the things that we’ve been quite focused on over the last three years 
has been actively increasing the exposure in Plum portfolios to unlisted property, unlisted infrastructure, 
private equity and also growth alternatives for members.  

Given the sort of current macroeconomic environment, we believe that a number of these asset classes are 
going to provide members with inflation protection for their portfolios. If we look in our unlisted infrastructure, 
we’re seeing I think a lot of excitement around the future for renewables and we’ve invested in a range of 
solar, wind and battery storage assets both here in Australia but also internationally as well.  

I’m pleased to say that actually since we redesigned the MLC Plum MySuper strategy in March 2019, you’ve 
seen I think a very considerable improvement in investment performance relative to our peers over that time.  

We’re now ranked well into the top quartile of MySuper peers over the last one- and two-year periods. Now I 
talked about this a little bit earlier for the year ending 31st of December last year, MySuper Growth, which is 
the default fund which most Plum members are investors was ranked 6th in the SuperRatings Top 50 
MySuper Funds Survey. And over the two-year period we ranked 10th against the same peer group and the 
returns in those surveys are net of investment fees and taxes for both the retail and industry funds.  

The reason why this is important is that SuperRatings performance surveys are very closely watched, and I 
think it’s a very good measure of how we’re performing and it’s very pleasing to see how our MySuper 
Growth Portfolios are being ranked so highly.  

Gen Frost: Thanks very much Jonathan. Lindsay, this is another popular question. Geordie, one of our 
members has asked what MLC is doing to move towards carbon neutrality?  

Lindsay Smartt: Thanks Gen. Steve, could you please help with this one for Geordie?  

Steve Black: Yes sure. Thanks for the question, Geordie, so what we’re currently doing within our portfolios 
is we do measure the carbon footprint for an increasing number of our investment managers. And then what 
we do is once we measure, we engage with those funds or those investment managers and or companies 
that they invest in where appropriate, just to understand their emission reduction plans.  

As I said in my speech earlier, we believe that engaging with companies and asset managers to understand 
and encourage their decarbonisation approach gives us more leverage to deliver better outcomes in the 
decarbonisation of our economy, which is, I think, something that we all aspire to.  

As mentioned earlier also as an organisation being Insignia Financial, we do measure the impact of our own 
operations have on the environment. And this year, we’ll be reporting on that and full greenhouse gas 
emissions in our annual reporting period. As part of that report, we’ll also be outlining how we’re going to 
further reduce our environmental impact as an organisation.  
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Gen Frost: Thanks very much Steve. Lindsay, another topic we’ve received quite a few questions about is 
really centred around our risk and how we mitigate that. So amongst others, members Tom and Charles are 
asking what key risks we’re seeing in the year ahead for MLC and Plum and how we’re planning to mitigate 
those risks as well as how much will this positioning decrease performance and where do we see the 
efficient market frontier sweet spot in our diversification?  

Lindsay Smartt: Okay, thanks, Gen. Jonathan, this one has you written all over. Yes, it’s a very, very good 
question. Particularly important given more recent events. I think the negative market reactions we’ve seen 
in recent periods outside the events that we talked about earlier in Ukraine, have very much been driven by 
the likelihood of higher official interest rates.  

We think that those are probably one of the sorts of larger risks emerging over the next 12 months or so. 
Investors have become very used to unusually low interest rates really since the global financial crisis in 
2008-2009.  

I think that there’s likely that you could see quite a sort of sharp reaction to a rising interest rate cycle.  
Those sorts of jitters that we saw in January and also into February have stemmed very much from that 
unease. If we think about higher interest rates, they’ve probably got varying impacts on investments.  

They tend not to be very positive for bond and fixed income markets but do create both opportunities and 
challenges for share markets. Now our thoughts about inflation and our concerns about inflation are nothing 
new, something we’ve been talking about for some time. That’s why we’ve been moving away from fixed 
income assets and directing members’ funds towards more alternative assets with different return patterns to 
traditional assets such as shares and bonds.  

We strongly believe that those alternative assets will also react differently to a rising interest rate cycle. If we 
look at our MySuper portfolios, they’ve got exposures to alternative investments with income streams from a 
number of different sources, such as legal, government and corporate receivables. We think that those cash 
flows from those sources tend not to move in lockstep with those from listed companies. Importantly, we 
think that those are a strong contributor to overall portfolio diversification.  

Again, just looking at my MySuper portfolios, we’ve got substantial exposure to unlisted asset classes like 
private equity, real estate and infrastructure. And again, we think that those are less effective by short-term 
market volatility.  

One other thing that I think is important to mention is that we’ve got a number of derivative strategies in place 
for MLC’s MySuper portfolios. What that allows those portfolios to do is actually participate in the upside of 
share market movements while also providing some cushioning when markets slip back. To be honest, there 
are no shortcuts to delivering strong, long-term returns or managing near-term risks.  

The principles of diversification, active management and risk control very much anchor our investment 
approach and have done for a long period of time. Diversification we think is very important because it 
means we are not dependent on good performance from really any one single asset or type of asset to drive 
returns for our members. Instead, we think those longer-term accumulations come from many different 
assets in different countries and regions.  

We also think that active management of our members’ funds empowers us to look out for dangers and also 
helps avoid them. Through both active management and diversification, we’re able to deploy our members’ 
funds towards assets where the changing return opportunity may be higher and then actually lower the 
weighting to those where we think future returns are likely to be less positive.  

Sticking by those principles really has helped to steer our clients’ portfolios through a number of changing 
investment cycles, and those include the GFC and more recently the March 2020 COVID crash and we think 
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that focus on diversification, active management and a strong focus on risk is going to help us navigate 
members’ funds through whatever may lie ahead.  

Gen Frost: Thank you Jonathan. We have covered an incredible amount and unfortunately, Lindsay, we are 
out of time. So, I really want to assure members that any of the questions that we haven’t been able to get 
through this evening will be added to our AMM website, which will be live in the coming weeks.  

We really want to thank you for submitting such wonderful questions. May I also thank, Steve, Lindsay, 
Jonathan and Mark, for your contribution to tonight’s panel. Alongside the answers to your unspoken 
questions today on that AMM site, there will also be a recording of tonight’s session and the minutes. There 
will also be access to those really valuable resources that I mentioned earlier tonight - well worth a read. 

Lindsay, can I hand to you for close, please?  

Lindsay Smartt: Yes sure, Gen, and thank you very much. As chair of NULIS Nominees Australia Limited, 
your trustee, I would like to thank each and every one of you for joining us. We really appreciate your 
questions and being so engaged with us tonight, especially in light of the extreme weather and floods across 
the country. And our thoughts are with everyone impacted. Most of all, thank you for trusting us to look after 
your superannuation.  

Wishing you all a good evening. Goodbye everyone.   
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compilation. However, no warranty is made as to their accuracy or reliability, which may change without notice, or any other information contained in this 

presentation.   

 

Any projection or forward-looking statement, projection in this communication, is provided for information purposes only. No representation is made as to 

the accuracy or reasonableness of any such projection or that it will be met. Actual events may vary materially. Any projection of forward-looking statement, 

projection in this communication, is provided for information purposes only. No representation is made as to the accuracy or reasonableness of any such 

projection or that it will be met. Actual events may vary materially.  

 

NULIS Nominees (Australia) Limited and MLC Investments Limited rely on third parties to provide certain information and are not responsible for its 

accuracy. NULIS Nominees (Australia) Limited is not liable for any loss arising from any person relying on information provided by third parties. While 

NULIS Nominees (Australia) Limited and MLC Investments Limited have taken all reasonable care in producing the communication, subsequent changes in 

circumstances may occur and impact on its accuracy.   


